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The UK’s
largest education
leadership network
Each year, PiXL supports around 40,000 leaders
in 2,500 schools from every corner of education.
Our task is simply this: to equip and inspire
school leaders to be ‘change bringers’ wherever
they find themselves.

A note from the
PiXL CEO, Rachel Johnson
As leaders within the nation’s primary schools, you
are truly remarkable.
We knew that long before the pandemic, but the past two years
have highlighted the importance of teachers and schools across
the world. You are at the heart of so much; so much is asked of
you, and you have the capacity to make an enormous difference
in the lives of the nation’s young people.
Our part in that is to get behind you – to inspire and equip your
leaders; to help them navigate the highs and lows of leadership.
That means we will always be committed to providing the latest
research, hearing from colleagues, helping provide growth
opportunities and providing resources that save busy leaders
time and energy.
We are standing with you every step of the way. We know your
work changes lives. We know YOUR leadership changes lives
and we are here to help make that happen.

The 3 principles behind what we do
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The 4 ways we support our primary leaders

NETWORKING

GROWTH

EVENTS

STRATEGIES

Creating opportunities for Heads,
Deputy Heads and Raising Standards
Leads (RSLs) to come together, learn
and support each other.

Growing leaders is at the heart of PiXL.
We provide books, podcasts, book clubs
and even a school of leadership to help
develop your leaders.

From our national primary conference,
subject-specific conferences, through to
RSL events – we believe in the power of
coming together.

Diagnostic tools, leadership frameworks
and assessment support – PiXL is a
treasure trove of resources for all our
primary schools.

Leadership Networking
Personalised support for school leaders, both in-person and online

Visits from designated associate

Access to 1,100 other primary

up to 4 times a year

schools to share good practice

Regional and local sessions to
share practice and develop the role
of the Raising Standard Leader

The new
PiXL Networking App

Opportunities for RSLs to
Weekly requests

participate in online discussions

and support bulletin

with colleagues from across the
national PiXL partnership schools

Collaborating with
colleagues from local/regional
partnership schools

Leadership Growth
Inspiring and practical resources to develop your school leaders

Unpacking the PiXL

Introduction to

English and Maths

Leadership Approaches

PiXL Leadership

specialist support visits

RSLs calendars

ECT package

PiXL In Action mini-series

Focus on

highlighting impact in schools

subject leadership

How to ‘Make reasonable
adjustment’ support and guidance
for SEND teachers.

‘Supporting disadvantaged’
webinar

Leadership Events
Impactful live events for school leaders, available in-person or online

4 live national conferences

1 on demand conference

in regional venues

on PiXL TV

Conferences filmed
and on demand
through PiXL TV

Leadership Strategy
Practical teaching tools, frameworks and resources from our digital platform

A focus on

Developing

Spoken Language

calculation and

and Vocabulary

number fluency

Challenge & Stretch
for all pupils

Character, Culture,
Wellbeing and Futures
resources and approaches

PiXL Classics further

‘Making Reasonable Adjustment’,

developments of DTTR

support for SEND teachers

Thinking Beyond project:
linked to climate change
and diversity

What members will receive next year

4x
in-person
national
conferences

4x
virtual/IRL
associate
visits

Calculation and
fluency
resources

‘Making
reasonable
adjustment’
support

Become a member, and watch your leaders grow
PiXL membership is for entire schools, not just individual
leaders – providing access to all our events and resources.
Annual fees for primary school (under 125 pupils)

£2,000 + VAT

Annual fees for primary school (over 125 pupils)

£2,700

+ VAT

N.B. Membership fees are paid annually and cover Sept 1st 2022 to Aug 31st 2023

Regional
leaders’
networking
app

What primary school leaders say…

“PiXL has been a huge

“The opportunity to work

“PiXL is a community

support network for our

with such a strong,

of like-minded learners

academies during these
challenging times. The
PiXL team…ask us what
we need and adapt their
research and provision
in order to suit all of our
school’s different needs.

supportive, diverse
team of highly-skilled
professionals from
across the country has
been a very valuable
experience…both as a
teacher and leader.

who have a moral
imperative to raise
standards and support
children and schools
better. Who wouldn’t
want to be in PiXL?

”

”
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